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AVEVA Flex
Industrial Software. Limitless Possibilities.

AVEVA’s industry-leading industrial software is now available in a variety of  
feature-rich subscription options, giving you complete flexibility in the purchase,  
design and optimisation of your industrial control systems.

Access to our comprehensive software portfolio as, when and how you need it,  
heralds a new era of efficiency while helping simplify and streamline your  
digital transformations.
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Industrial Software. Limitless Possibilities.
Imagine if you could have complete flexibility in  
how you purchase, design, manage and use your 
industrial software. 

AVEVA Flex delivers on all fronts. With our tailored 
subscription options, letting you choose how you  
access our comprehensive software portfolio, 
empowering you to adopt transformative  
technologies quicker and easier than ever. 

All with the commercial flexibility to pay-as-you 
go, helping to redefine efficiencies, quicken time to 
value and drive a new era of business agility and 
competitiveness. 

At the heart of AVEVA Flex is our commitment to 
provide you with the FLEXIBILITY you need to monitor, 
operate, control, analyse and optimise your industrial 
operations with complete:

 y Technical flexibility

 y Commercial flexibility

 y Architectural flexibility

 y Support flexibility

AVEVA Flex Subscription Options:
Offering a new dimension in edge-to-cloud integration 
and advanced visualisation, our variety of AVEVA Flex 
subscription options help simplify and streamline the 
design and optimisation of your industrial applications. 

AVEVA Flex Subscription options: 

Operational Flexibility and Simplicity 
AVEVA Flex options are procured, configured and 
delivered with complete flexibility and simplicity in mind. 
Simply select the subscription option best suited to your 
needs, and pay for what you need, as you need it.

Find out more about AVEVA Flex at  
sw.aveva.com/subscription

AVEVA Flex

1. Subscription Access:  
Offering a-la-carte access to individual solutions in our 
software portfolio

2. Flex Credits:  
Consumable credits that can be redeemed for a variety of 
tailored subscription tiers across our software portfolio

3. Enterprise Subscriptions: 
Customised subscription solutions tailored to large  
multi-site enterprise deployments

https://www.aveva.com/
https://sw.aveva.com/flex-subscription

